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Station 12 Halfmoon Bay—February 22
A potentially fatal incident on the Sunshine Coast had a
happy ending thanks to the quick response of the RCM-SAR
Station 12 crew.
At 4:30 p.m. on February 22, crew members Mark Wenn,
David Brown and Peter Forster were returning to base after
a training exercise in the station’s dedicated response vessel
Lewis McPhee. While in transit they responded to an urgent
call for help from nearby Cawley Point, where a woman

aboard a 40-foot wooden boat was believed to be suffering
from carbon monoxide poisoning.
Crew arrived on scene two minutes after receiving the VHF
call. They assessed the patient, who had been nauseous and
vomiting, and it was determined that she required immediate
transport to BC Ambulance Service.
They administered oxygen and prepared her for transport
to an ambulance, which would be waiting at the Porpoise
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Bay Government Wharf in Sechelt. The patient’s vitals were
taken—she was disoriented but coherent and her pulse was
getting stronger. The oxygen seemed to help improve her
breathing.
At 4:50 p.m. the patient and her daughter-in-law were
secure on board the Lewis McPhee and by 5:18 p.m. they were
transferred to the waiting BC Ambulance Service crew with
the help of the Sechelt Volunteer Fire Department. By 5:30
p.m., the Station 12 crew had returned to normal operations.
Crew members spoke with BC Ambulance Service the next
day and learned that the patient had made a full recovery.
When asked about this incident, Coxswain Mark Wenn
stated the following:
“Last February with the support of regional headquarters,
members from Station 14 Gibsons and our station attended
marine advanced first aid training held in Sechelt by
regional First Aid Committee Chair Kelly Noel. This course
prompted us to upgrade our first aid kits and oxygen. The
incident was a combination of the right vessel, right training/equipment and right timing coming together to produce
a very positive outcome.
Thank you to our crews for their time and commitment as
well as to their families for allowing us to do what we do!”
Congratulations to the Station 12 crew on an excellent
rescue.

“I wanted to pass along my thanks to
RCM-SAR 12 on the good work they did
in Sechelt Inlet (February 22), responding
to a CO poisoning call. It was a great call
and their quick response ensured a speedy
recovery for what was a very serious
incident.”
Susan Pickrell, Regional Supervisor
Maritime Search & Rescue, Canadian Coast
Guard
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Station 35 Victoria—March 14
A group of five boaters found themselves in serious trouble
after two of them ended up in the water during a massive
windstorm.
At 12:42 p.m. on March 14, RCM-SAR Station 35 Victoria was tasked after the Joint Rescue Coordination Centre
( JRCC) received a report of seven rafted vessels drifting away
from shore off Metchosin.

Two of the dinghy passengers
had capsized from a tandem
kayak and were unable to reboard.
Coxswain Will Bennink and crew members David Best,
Jackie Cowan, Mike Graham and Colin Guy departed base at
12:55 p.m. They were then informed by Coast Guard Radio
that a kayak had capsized in the same area and that there
were now two people in the water.
En route to the scene, the crew experienced eight- to
10-foot waves and strong gusts of wind. Fortunately, when
they arrived on scene at 1:25 p.m., the waves dropped to two
to three feet because the location was sheltered.
There was no sign of the seven rafted vessels but the crew
quickly spotted a dinghy of five people who were clinging
onto a crab trap buoy. After a quick but thorough search of
the surrounding area the crew determined that there were no

other vessels or people in distress nearby, so they proceeded
towards the dinghy.
Upon investigating, the crew determined that two of the
dinghy passengers had capsized from a tandem kayak and
were unable to re-board. They were able to board their friend’s
dinghy but could not recall how long they had been in the
water.
At 1:30 p.m., all of the dinghy passengers were assessed
and it was determined that the two kayakers were mildly
hypothermic while the other three dinghy passengers were
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in stable condition. The crew contacted JRCC and requested
that emergency health services meet them at shore.
All five passengers were brought on board Station 35’s
vessel Craig Dunn and given blankets for warmth. At 1:40
p.m. they arrived at Pedder Bay Marina in Metchosin, docked
and awaited BC Ambulance Service. At 1:45 p.m., the
ambulance arrived and the two hypothermic passengers were
handed over to the paramedics.
At 1:50 p.m. the crew departed Pedder Bay Marina and
were asked by JRCC to look for the kayak on their way back
to base. While the crew looked, the extreme sea conditions
made this too difficult a task, so after a quick refuel they
headed for home and were secure at their base by 2:30 p.m.

Station 45 Masset—February 16
A disabled fishing vessel’s crew was spared from a long, cold
night by the quick work of an RCM-SAR Station 45 Masset
crew.
On February 16 at 4:00 p.m. the 24-foot fishing vessel was
unable to start due to a dead battery. The vessel’s crew managed to land at a remote dock at Wiah Point and start a small
fire to stay warm in the 8 °C late afternoon.
The crew was unable to contact JRCC because of their
remote location so they called one of the Station 45 crew
members directly and requested assistance.
After calling JRCC to apprise them of the situation, Coxswain Meredith Adams and crew members Sheldon Braman
and Susanne Koenig departed base at 5:54 p.m., arriving on
scene at 6:30 p.m.
The Masset crew determined that the fishing vessel crew
members were all well and provided them with a fresh battery.
After ensuring that the fishing vessel was fully operational,
they headed back to Masset and returned to base at 7:15 p.m.
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Two New Members Put First Aid Skills into Action
When Michelle Andrews of Station 37 Sooke learned how
to use an automated external defibrillator (AED) during her
RCM-SAR Marine First Aid training last September, she
had no idea she would be using her new skills so soon.
Michelle works for an airline at Victoria International
Airport. She was on duty one day in March when a passenger
collapsed with a heart attack. Bystanders, including a nurse,
came to the passenger’s aid, but it was Michelle who knew
where the AED was and how to use it. She attached the
AED pads to the patient’s chest and activated the machine,
which automatically diagnosed heart activity and administered shocks. After the treatment the patient was responsive
and holding Michelle’s hand. Paramedics arrived and the man
was taken to hospital.
“I was really happy to have been able to help,” said Michelle.
“The training we receive at RCM-SAR is first class, and useful
beyond just marine search and rescue. I’ve only been with
RCM-SAR for ten months but already I’ve been able to use
my skills outside my volunteer role. I really encourage people
had managed to get out of the vehicle. While waiting for fire
who are considering volunteering with us to consider all the
and ambulance personnel to arrive, Richard provided first aid
benefits of the training we receive.”
care to a 17-year-old girl. Luckily all three teens suffered only
Several days after Michelle was able to help the stricken
minor injuries.
passenger, another RCM-SAR member put his first aid train“When I joined RCM-SAR six months ago, one of the
ing to use. Early one morning Richard Van Liempt of Station things my wife and I talked about was the skills I would learn
1 West Vancouver was at home when he heard the sound of
as part of this search and rescue organization,” said Richard.
a nearby car accident. He grabbed his first aid kit and drove
“Thanks to my RCM-SAR training, I can now take better
a short distance to find a car overturned. Three young people
care of my family and my community.”
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Sooke’s Michelle Andrews
(above) with an AED,
similar to the one she

used to revive a heart

attack victim.

FLOTSAM
RESCUE & JETSAM
North Van Promotes Boating Safety

M

embers from RCM-SAR Station 2 North Vancouver helped
spread the boating safety message at the Deep Cove Yacht Club’s
annual Safety Weekend on April 10-12.
During the three-day event, RCM-SAR volunteers conducted
pleasure craft safety checks on an amazing 129 vessels! These checks
(pictured right) are fast, free and confidential, and help ensure boaters
have all the safety equipment they need to comply with safety regulations and to be safe on the water.
Kudos to the Station 2 volunteers who spent their weekend on this
crucial SAR prevention activity!

2015-16 Business Plan Now Available

R

CM-SAR’s latest business plan is now available for viewing by the
membership and the general public.
The plan is an excellent overview of our organization, including
our priorities and challenges during the next year. It was prepared for
Fisheries and Oceans Canada in support of the Contribution Agreement which provides important funding to RCM-SAR.
It highlights RCM-SAR’s national leadership in SAR response,
training, vessels, equipment and safety standards. It also describes our
commitment to playing an even larger role in the search and rescue
system.
Most of all it reflects the tremendous achievements of our members.
Go to “About” at http://www.rcmsar.com and click on Business Plan, or
use the link below:
http://rcmsar.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/RCM-SAR-2015-16Business-Plan-for-web.pdf.

Retirement News from the Gaming Branch

U

rsula Cowland, executive director of the Licensing and Grants
Division with the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch, will
be retiring at the end of the month.
A public servant since 1978, Ursula’s career included positions with a
variety of ministries and the Corrections Branch. She assumed her current position with the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch in 2002,
and has been very supportive of RCM-SAR. Ursula and her staff have
always been very helpful during the Gaming application and appeal
processes, recognizing the important role RCM-SAR plays in communities throughout British Columbia.
We wish her the best in her retirement and thank her for her support
of RCM-SAR!
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Crew Member of the Month: Roger Pilkington
RCM-SAR Station 20 Pender Island’s Roger Pilkington is April’s Crew Member of the Month.

Training and Achievements:
•
•
•

SARnav simulator training, station trainers’ course, RHIOT training
Pleasure Craft Safety checker
Coxswain, deputy station leader, past station leader

From Station Leader Andrew Lane:
Roger is an outstanding representative of this station and the organization at
large by virtue of his accomplishments and his many contributions over an almost
11-year period.
During this period, Roger has logged 750 hours of sea time. He has participated
in 250 on-water training exercises. As a seasoned coxswain, he has consistently
displayed outstanding leadership and marine search and rescue skills. He has been
instrumental in the training and development of many new station members. Overall, Roger has been tasked to 100 marine or shoreline incidents.
Roger is a respected member of our station and for many years has been the
public face of RCM-SAR on Pender Island—a community of less than 3,000
permanent residents. His on-going involvement and insistence on maintaining the
highest possible standards of professionalism have provided much-needed continuity in this station, where recruiting and retaining volunteers is a constant challenge.
In addition to his on-water contributions, Roger has been an enthusiastic and
active member of the station management, having served as station leader for two
years. He also continues to participate in the station’s supporting society, the Salish
Sea Marine Rescue Society.
Thank you Roger for all that you have done for our station and for RCM-SAR!
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VOLUNTEER APPRECIATION

Claiming the Volunteer Tax Credit: The Basics
As an RCM-SAR search and rescue volunteer you may be
eligible to claim a new tax credit that could save you up to
$450 at tax time. RCM-SAR asked the federal government
to introduce this credit as a way of acknowledging your contribution to public safety. The credit was introduced for the
2014 tax year and beyond.
Am I eligible for the tax credit?
You are eligible for the credit if you performed more than
200 eligible hours of SAR service in 2014. Eligible hours
include:
•
•
•

Responding to and being on call for search and rescue
and related emergency calls
Attending meetings held by the organization
Participating in required training related to search and
rescue services

How do I know how many eligible hours I have?
You or your station administration may have tracked your
eligible hours during the year. Your station leader may have
set up a system to log your eligible hours and can provide you
with a report. Your station leader (or a designate) can certify
your eligible hours.
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Do I need to include this report with my tax return?
No. Simply claim the federal tax credit amount as per below. You only need to provide proof of your eligible hours if asked by the Canada Revenue
Agency.
How do I claim the tax credit?
If you are eligible, claim the search and rescue volunteer amount in your tax software or enter $3,000 on line 395 of Schedule 1 (federal tax). The
potential $450 tax savings is determined based on the 15% rate applied to federal non-refundable tax credits ($3,000 x 15% = $450) and assumes
you have taxable income and federal tax payable to offset this against.
We are not qualified or able to provide tax advice to any member. We recommend you contact a tax professional if you have any questions regarding your personal tax situation.
More information from the Canada Revenue Agency can be found here: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/tx/ndvdls/tpcs/ncm-tx/rtrn/cmpltng/ddctns/
lns360-390/362-eng.html.
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New Website Widget Features Latest RCM-SAR Taskings
An exciting new feature has been added to the RCM-SAR
website, giving viewers quick access to the latest RCM-SAR
taskings. The taskings widget appears on the home page
(www.rcmsar.com) and includes station number and station
location, the date and time of the mission and the level of
urgency.
Developed by RCM-SAR Station 10 Coxswain Kevin
Robertson, the information is automatically generated from
the ConnectRocket paging system that many stations now
use. There is a built-in 30-minute delay between the time of
the initial page and when the information appears on the web
site, and a four-hour delay before the information is automatically posted to social media. The delays are intended to
avoid calls from the public or media that could hamper SAR
operations.
We hope you are a regular visitor to our website where you
can find blog posts about recent missions and other news,
along with the monthly Compass newsletter. We also hope
that you are among our more than 2,000 followers on Facebook. If you have a story to tell, let us know!
Stan Warlow
Executive Officer
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Goodbye to
a Lifelong
Member
After more than 35 years with RCM-SAR,
Station 8 Delta member Norm Dyck
decides it is time to say goodbye.

During its 37 years of existence, RCM-SAR (formerly the Canadian
Coast Guard Auxiliary-Pacific and Canadian Marine Rescue Auxiliary)
has gone through a number of significant changes. What has remained
consistent, however, is the outstanding commitment of its volunteer
members.
One such member, Station 8 Delta’s Norm Dyck, is a prime example of
a member who has been with the organization through all its changes and
has remained one of its constant and tireless supporters.
Norm was one of the founding members of the Delta station in 1976,
which began as a pilot project made up of owner/operators and a volunteer-manned Coast Guard inflatable vessel. Over the years, the station
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grew more sophisticated and the vessel was replaced by successively more
seaworthy and better-equipped vessels, including the station’s new Type I
vessel, Spirit of Delta V.
Norm held many positions within his station and its supporting society
over the years, including station leader, training officer, boating safety officer, PCS checker, radio instructor, treasurer and director. Through these
positions Norm helped the station grow from the small grass roots group
it was to the sophisticated organization it is today.
Norm’s contributions have not gone unnoticed by his fellow volunteers.
According to current Delta Station Leader Bruce Adams, “Norm has
always contributed a helping hand whenever a new member joined our

Norm’s Accomplishments:
The Short List
• Life member of the Canadian Coast Guard
Auxiliary, 2006 (presented by then-LieutenantGovernor Iona Campagnolo, left, and thenPresident Malcolm Dunderdale, right)
• Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal, 2002
• Canadian Safe Boating Council’s Safe Boater of
the Year Award, 2001
• Past Chief Commander, Canadian Power and
Sail Squadron
• Life member, Royal City Yacht Club
• Served in RCAF reserve
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station. He’s been instrumental in the continued progress of Station 8
throughout the years.
“Norm will be sorely missed within our family of Station 8. We are all
very sorry to see Norm go, but at the same time, we know he will now be
able to take that much deserved vacation.”
From RCM-SAR and all of the members at Station 8, we thank Norm
for everything and bid him fair winds and calm seas!

A Final Message from Norm:
“It’s been a long time, and I’ve enjoyed my time with the
unit, and the many dedicated volunteers I have had the
privilege of working with! I have considered you all as
friends, and wish you all the best in the future.
God bless!”
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Training Centre Completion on The Horizon
By Stan Warlow, Executive Officer, RCM-SAR

Construction continues on RCM-SAR’s new training centre,
and the building promises to live up to the expectations surrounding it.
Significant contributions of time and money from many
groups and individuals have advanced this project to where it
is today. It is this dedication to the project that will drive its
completion over the coming months.

Construction
We’ve reached the top floor in the construction of our training centre as the gambrel roof trusses are being set in place.
As many of you know, top Canadian architect Paul Merrick
designed the building in the shape of a barn to reflect the
property’s farming history. Paul has taken a personal interest
in our organization and the property and continues to monitor the progress of the building construction on a weekly basis.
All of this has been at no cost to RCM-SAR—we will be
eternally grateful for his contribution.
We also continue to receive great support from Jim Baker,
who has donated all the working drawings for the building.
Herold Engineering continues to assist as well with a greatly
reduced fee for the ongoing engineering support to the
project.
We were able to incorporate a basement into the training
centre, which will provide an excellent space for our ready

room. We were fortunate to receive funding to furnish this
area—it will be fully equipped with a drying rack for personal gear, showers, washrooms, a washer and dryer plus a
large storage area for all our on-water training gear. The ready
room area will also feature all-new RCM-SAR approved
personal gear—everything is purchased and waiting in storage. We also received funding to equip the rest of the building,
including the latest in classroom teaching equipment.
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We continue to seek donations of materials and goods for
the building as well as special pricing. This does take some
time but so far it’s been well worth it. The architect and the
contractor continue to believe a realistic target date for completion should be around the middle of August. The architect,
engineer and building inspector are very pleased with the
construction quality to date.

Labour
Our job creation employment grant has helped by providing the basic labour support to the project. This grant is
providing three labourers and a supervisor, which is a considerable manpower savings.
Having several members of our board of governors in the
construction development business has given us the financial
oversight for the project and it appears to be running close to
expectations in terms of funding.
We’re still hoping the membership will rally to assist
us with the finishing, such as the painting, plumbing and
electrical.

Fundraising
Our fundraising capital program, particularly the capital
campaign package and video for our property/training centre,
has been well received. These were developed in-house by two
of our staff, who in their former careers were communication
and marketing experts.
Manager of Marketing and Public Relations Rob Duffus
is a former news anchor for TV and radio and worked
as a senior communications officer with the provincial
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government. Operations Assistant Jason van der Valk is a
graduate in marketing and graphic design and has his own
company. Both are also professional photographers.

This major project should give us
a state-of-the-art training centre
of which our organization and
you as members can be very
proud.
As part of our fundraising program we upgraded our fundraising database to a larger, more robust system and have
made it more effective for tracking our donors and significantly increasing our donor base.
The RCM-SAR Board of Governors has been investigating
the pros and cons of either establishing a separate foundation
that would be accountable to the board or developing a fundraising cabinet. We’ve done a great deal of research on both
options and our goal is to decide at our next board meeting
which direction is the best for our organization.

Simulators
We have just been formally notified that we’ve received a
grant for three new simulators and the support electronics,
including very sophisticated projectors, software and hardware. We’ll also be featuring our Type II vessel cabins along
with one portable unit that will be housed in a trailer. The
funding for this two-year project is over $600,000.

We’ve also purchased and will be trialing two new electronic packages, including the Simrad system Coast Guard
has implemented as well as a new model Raymarine has
introduced exclusively for SAR use. The models will be tested
by our simulator training instructors and will be monitored by
our Manager of Equipment Ryan Woodward. The results will
determine what electronics will be incorporated into our new
simulators and the future direction of our vessel electronics.
A significant amount of work has been put into the training centre so far and the results should be impressive. This
major project should give us a state-of-the-art training centre
of which our organization and you as members can be very
proud.
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A Feeling of Family at Northern SAREx
A recent training exercise in Prince Rupert let crews from five
RCM-SAR stations share knowledge and learn new skills.
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They came by sea from as far away as
Kitimat, by ferry from Haida Gwaii
and by air from the south. More than
40 RCM-SAR members took part in
the 2015 Northern SAREx in Prince
Rupert during the weekend of April 11.
Crews from stations 45 Masset, 63
Kitimat, 64 Prince Rupert, 65 Lax
Kwa’Laams (Port Simpson) and 74
Gitxaala (Kitkatla) spent the weekend
learning new SAR skills and renewing
acquaintances since the last north coast
SAREx in 2013. The weekend had the
feel of a family reunion.
“This SAREx was a great success, and
it really opened people’s eyes to see
what we’re all about,” said Theodore
Nelson, the station leader at Gitxaala,
about 37 nautical miles south of Prince
Rupert. “I’m looking forward to training with other stations in the future and
hope to meet even more members.”
“I was really impressed with the skills
of our northern members,” said RCMSAR instructor Francois Michaud. “It
was great to see how well the more
experienced members are teaching their
skills to newer volunteers. There were
lots of tips and tricks being shared, and
it was a really enjoyable weekend.”
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The SAREx kicked off Saturday
morning at the North Coast Meeting and Convention Centre with a
presentation by Executive Officer Stan
Warlow. Saturday’s events included
classroom sessions on chart work and
navigation, and on-the-water scenarios
involving a stricken pleasure craft, an
injured skipper and two missing persons.
On Sunday crews put their chart work
into practice in the challenging passages

northwest of Prince Rupert Harbour,
and did first aid practice on the dock.
The weekend also included a meeting of members of the Remote Stations
Committee, which is looking at ways to
provide better support to northern and
isolated stations. The committee will
present its findings to the RCM-SAR
Board of Governors.
“Our northern members have fantastic
boat handling skills, and I really enjoyed
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seeing them use those skills in our scenarios,” said Nathan Leung of Station
33 Oak Bay, who helped organize the
SAREx. “Northern residents are lucky
to have such great mariners volunteering to do search and rescue.”
A big thank-you goes to Marko Kessler, Amber Sheasgreen and others from
Station 64 Prince Rupert who helped
with the local arrangements and gave
everyone a warm welcome. RCM-SAR

SAREx
took over a local restaurant on Saturday
evening for a delicious buffet dinner
and presentations.
“These SARExs are really valuable—
and not just for training,” said Cheryl
Caldwell, Director of Training and
Operations. “They are a chance for our
members from stations far apart from
one another to renew friendships and
trade ideas. Like the SAREx we held on
the North Island last year, this was the
perfect size for optimal learning and as
a venue to get to know each other. My
thanks to everyone who made it such a
success!”
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Land and Sea SAR Join Forces
for Training Exercise
Three RCM-SAR stations combined
training with team building in a recent
multi-agency search and rescue exercise
on Wallace Island.
Across a glossy calm ocean reflecting sunny skies, crews from
RCM-SAR stations 25 Gulf Islands, 29 Ladysmith and 34
Mill Bay ferried three mock-injury victims and almost 30
land SAR participants from the Vesuvius dock on Salt Spring
Island to nearby Wallace Island for a multi-agency SAREx
on February 28.
Organizer Nic Futter, coxswain and training officer for
RCM-SAR Station 25 Gulf Islands, said the event “came
together well.” He gave credit to co-organizer Alan Bibby
of Salt Spring Island Search and Rescue for generating high
levels of interest and participation.
“The goal of this team-building event was to have teams
feel comfortable cooperating with their land or sea counterparts—RCM-SAR with land SAR and vice versa,” said
Futter. “Participants also got to practice skills like first aid
or pulling boats into a shoreline to accept a patient transfer,”
Futter added. Salt Spring Island SAR, Saanich Search and
Rescue and the Peninsula Emergency Measures Organization,
also from Saanich, sent participants to the event.
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SAREx

SAREx
Futter deployed teams to three mission areas around the
northern half of Wallace Island. One rescue subject waited at
a known location atop a 20-metre cliff; another was lost along
an inland trail and one lay hidden behind rocks within a cove.
Each subject complained of a broken leg.
Shore extractions had the benefit of “nice rocky shorelines—
we could nose up to ledges like they were a dock,” Futter
reported.

Impressive displays of
teamwork and technique
preceded an equally
impressive lunch.
The exercises were far from easy. One land SAR team had
to transport a heavy adult subject 400 metres overland by
stretcher to reach an ocean access point. Another rigged a
basket stretcher to rappel down a cliff in a safe but dramatic
fashion.
“Meanwhile, Station 34 was doing a comprehensive shoreline search,” Futter recalled. They successfully located the
subject, Brad Grindler, and elected to reduce risk on difficult
terrain by moving him upright without a stretcher.
The biggest challenge of the day proved to be communication. As commanding officer, Futter maintained radio control
but noted a slower-than-optimal flow of reporting from shore
teams to his station. He credits the reduced efficiency to high

levels of participation in the SAREx. With 29 land SAR
personnel engaged in exercises, shore groups devoted much
airtime to keeping themselves coordinated.
“The day was not meant to be a command-and-control exercise,” Futter explained. “It was a chance to practice skills and
teamwork and that’s where we kept the focus. Overall it was a
great success.”
Impressive displays of teamwork and technique preceded an
equally impressive lunch. Salt Spring Island SAR provided a
deli-fresh buffet picnic on the lawn of Conover Cove.
RCM-SAR Station 25 Gulf Islands are planning to hold
another SAREx in late August.
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IN OUR COMMUNITIES

Prince Rupert Station Wins Prestigious Local Award
RCM-SAR Station 64 Prince Rupert was named 2014’s Volunteer Organization of
the Year by their local chamber of commerce.
“Not only is it very humbling to be nominated in this category amongst many
esteemed and deserving organizations, but it is also uplifting to be presented with
such an award,” says Recruitment Coordinator Amber Sheasgreen. “It is a symbol
of recognition for all the hard work our volunteers dedicate to this region and the
safety of our communities. As a volunteer organization, and vested members of
the north, we would like to acknowledge all the other volunteer organizations that
really make communities like ours worth living in.”
The Prince Rupert & District Chamber of Commerce Business Excellence
Awards recognize small- and medium-sized organizations that stand out in their
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community, in categories ranging from customer service to
being green and from community investment to volunteerism.
Local residents are charged with nominating and voting for
the organizations that really make a difference and shine in
their business community.
On March 7, Members of RCM-SAR 64 also participated
in the annual Children’s Festival, highlighting the importance
of PFDs and boating safety to parents and children alike, and
are in conversations with the local school district and harbour
authorities to roll out additional plans to highlight boating
safety programs in Prince Rupert.

IN OUR COMMUNITIES

The End of an Era: Comox Station Says Goodbye to the Bruce Brown II
RCM-SAR Station 60 Comox said a final good-bye to their long-serving dedicated response vessel on April 2. The Bruce Brown II, which was purchased by the
station’s supporting society in 1997, will now serve the entire region as a training
vessel and electronics test bed at RCM-SAR headquarters in East Sooke.
The Bruce Brown II was among the first purpose-built vessels dedicated to marine
search and rescue on the coast, which is fitting since the Comox Valley Marine
Rescue Society was among the first organizations to conduct marine search and
rescue in BC. Prior to the arrival of the Bruce Brown II, the station used a repurposed hydrographic vessel.
In the almost 20 years that Bruce Brown II provided safety on the waters of the
Comox Valley, the vessel was involved in all of the Snow-to-Surf races (carrying
an untold number of canoes and canoeists to safety), searched for many overdue
boaters, kayakers and some teens in trouble and towed a great many boaters having
a bad day.
Although Bruce Brown II has moved on to other duties,
Station 60 Comox continues to respond to about 40 calls for
assistance every year. Those duties will be carried out primarily by the station’s new Type II vessel Lazo, purchased with
the aid of the people of the Comox Valley as well as the BC
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch.
The station conducts one crew course per year beginning
in the fall for anyone interested in joining. You can find out
more about us at http://www.unit60comox.ca/index.htm or
on Facebook at Bruce Brown II or Royal-Canadian-MarineSearch-and-Rescue-Station-60-Comox.
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RCM-SAR Training Program Update
Southern Straits Race
The West Vancouver Yacht Club is holding its 47th Annual
Southern Straits Race this Easter weekend, and four RCMSAR stations will be front and centre during the three-day
event.
RCM‐SAR will provide three of its newest rescue vessels
to patrol the race and will be available should any participants need emergency assistance. Crews from stations 1
West Vancouver, 2 North Vancouver, 10 Richmond and 27
Nanaimo will act as patrol and escort vessels, and will also use
this opportunity to train for extended missions. All stations
will remain in active SAR service throughout the event, with
backup vessels available if needed.
The event also gives RCM-SAR a chance to gain some
excellent public exposure with the 700 sailors participating in
the race as well as the viewing public. An RCM-SAR boating
safety booth will be set up at the race’s starting line in West
Vancouver and Station 1 West Vancouver’s Type II vessel will
take part in the Parade of Boats that kicks off the race.
This will be an excellent training opportunity, provide a
great SAR resource for the event and also provide good exposure for the organization.
The race begins at 10:30 a.m. on Friday, April 3. Everyone is
welcome to view the start of the race from Dundarave Pier in
West Vancouver.

ARTE Team Update
Recent changes have been made to RCM-SAR’s Advanced
Rescue Trainer Evaluator (ARTE) program in order to add
more flexibility to our training requirements and speed up the
signoff process for advanced crew and coxswains.
The changes include:
• ARTE signoff items may now be completed by RCMSAR fully signed off coxswains, and during regional
coxswain training courses.
• Pre-RHIOT evaluations may now be carried out by a
coxswain from outside your local station.
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TRAINING
The ARTE program was originally developed to provide
an advanced level of regional training and evaluation for
RCM-SAR stations. The team was composed of experienced
RCM-SAR members who were trained in performancebased evaluation and delivery of competency-based materials.
The program has been restructured based on the recommendations of the RCM-SAR Training Team Committee
to alleviate pressure on stations and help members progress
through the various levels of the crewing system while maintaining our high training standards.
ARTE team members will still be very much involved in
RCM-SAR’s training program. Their skills and experience are
an invaluable resource we are fortunate to be able to access.
Many thanks are due to ARTE team members past and present for their years of hard work and dedication to the ARTE
program.

PCOC Program
RCM-SAR is currently an accredited course provider for
the Pleasure Craft Operator Card (PCOC). We are evaluating our involvement in the program and are interested in
receiving feedback from our stations.
If your station is still interested in providing the PCOC
program to the public, please let us know by contacting
Director of Training and Operations Cheryl Caldwell at
training@rcmsar.com.
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First Aid Committee Update
RCM-SAR would like to welcome three new members to the
First Aid Committee:
Mike De Jong: Mike joins us from Station 2 North Vancouver. Mike brings with him knowledge and experience in
the development of first aid and safety protocols, as well as
first-hand experience working in first aid.
Simon Wells: Simon joins us from Salt Spring Island,
bringing with him a wealth of experience and training in
water rescue. Simon has volunteered with Station 25 Gulf
Islands and currently works with Salt Spring Fire Rescue as a
firefighter.
Mark Wenn: Mark has been a member of Station 12 Halfmoon Bay for four years. Mark shares a passion for marine
search and rescue and enhances our team with his lifelong
education and experience in first aid.

Projects Underway
The First Aid Committee is working hard to improve training and equipment standards. Throughout the next year, we
will be developing protocols and standards for each level of
training. We will do our best to provide updates to all crew as
we make progress.
For medical training and equipment standards, please refer
to the first aid page, under ‘Training’ on the SAR Management System. We will be updating this page on a regular basis
to best provide transparency to all crews.

Marine First Aid SAR Exercises
RCM-SAR is now offering first aid SAR exercises. These
one-day courses will be offered to interested stations throughout the next year. These days are designed to provide crew
with hands-on practice in adapting their first aid skills into
the marine environment. This full day of training will also
include CPR and AED practice, hypothermia training and a
review of first aid equipment on board your vessels.
We will be offering these days to stations that are able to
provide a large group for training over an eight-hour day. All
levels of crew are encouraged to participate. Interested stations can email kelly.noel@rcmsar.com to set up a date for
your station’s SAREx.
As always, the First Aid Committee appreciates hearing
from all stations, so please do not hesitate to contact us with
any questions or feedback.
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Boating Safety Gets a Welcome Boost
We are very excited this year to have received a generous donation from Black Press in Victoria,
who has produced and supplied the Bobbie the Safety Boat Colouring & Activity books. A huge
thank you goes to Tracey Lakeman, Aaron Harnden and D’Arcy Gregoire, all members of Station 10 Richmond, for their hard work and dedication in seeing this donation come through for
our boating safety program.
We have a limited quantity of books, so please submit your requests for the colouring books
through the SAR Management System boating safety supply form, and we will do our best to
ship as many as we can to you. If you are able to drop by headquarters in Sooke to pick them up
it would be most appreciated as shipping is a costly factor.
With this year’s early boating season, Ken Morisette has been busy conducting many Pleasure
Craft Safety Check (PCSC) courses for our members, which should bring some great safety
check opportunities to RCM-SAR. Thank you to Ken and all our new PCSC members.
Once again, Debby Thomson and Joanne Swain from our Nanaimo station travelled to Campbell River and this time spoke to 94 kids from grades two to five
about being safe on the water. Thanks to Debby and Joanne as well
to Campbell River Station Leader Brian Ross for initiating this great
boating safety day and providing whistle safety kits for all the children.
Don’t forget to submit your activity reports when involved in a boating safety event. Not only do your members get time credited to your
station’s boating safety program, but we also really enjoy reading about
what you are doing in your community.
Stay safe!
Cathy Dupuis
Boating Safety
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FINAL WORD

Policies and Procedures: How They Protect Our Crews
By Randy Strandt, President, Canadian Coast Guard Auxiliary National

“Policies, procedures, regulations, laws…”
While these words make many readers’ eyes glaze over, they are actually a
vital part of RCM-SAR’s operations. It
is through policies and procedures that
we can better protect our members, our
organization and the people we help on
the water.
RCM-SAR’s Board of Governors
recently tasked the management team
to review, revise and update our policies,
which is a huge undertaking. We had
a goal: make them easy to access, easy
to search and to read and find a way
to ensure everybody knows them. This
means ensuring new members have
read them and that older members have
read updates to them.
As a result, you will soon be seeing a
release of a reworked policy document
and we will not only strongly suggest
you take a glance but ensure you are
aware of what it is we have for policies
in the region. I know this might not be
the most interesting or enlightening

reading you will do and it is likely not
the reason you joined the organization,
but it is truly important that all are
aware.
Our mission includes the words ‘to
save lives’, and while this statement is
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certainly directed at the general public
that we educate and assist, we also
need to consider that it includes our
lives as volunteers. This is where policies and procedures come in. Similar
to any organization, our policies and

FINAL WORD
procedures exist to improve efficiency,
promote consistency, protect the brand
and prevent losses, but they also have
the added purpose of ensuring no
harm comes to our crews. Whether it
is training requirements, equipment
standards or damage reporting, these
policies contribute to the safe operation
of our vessels. If you have been around
this organization for a while, you may
recall a time before there was guidance
on gloves, flares or knives. I can assure
you that each of these and other policies
came about as a direct result of an issue

or incident we had as this organization
matured into a properly trained and
managed rescue group.
We are involved in a high-risk business where we are tasked to help others
who have gotten in trouble often due
to those same risks (i.e., wind, cold,
tide, visibility, fire, local hazards). I have
often said that the safest response is
not to respond at all, but this of course
is not an option. Instead what we do is
identify the risks and take appropriate
action to mitigate them to the point
where they are acceptable to the crew
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who is responding. This mitigation
includes creating, implementing and
following policies with respect to training, equipment and response.
While the items involving safety are
an easier sell, there are unfortunately
many other areas of risk that we are
forced to consider and mitigate, including financial and reputational risks. It
is hard to compare the impact of a
personal injury with these risks but
imagine the impact of losing a significant portion of our funding due to
the outcome of a fraud, criminal act

FINAL WORD
or publicized unethical behaviour by
one or more of our members. There are
many examples of organizations that
have lost the trust of the public and
their sponsors due to a breach in one
of these areas. Our successes are often
overlooked but you can be assured any
failure will be well broadcast, painting
us all with the same brush. They may
not have the same prominence as safety
standards, but administrative-type policies are nevertheless important to follow
if we are to prevent reputational harm
to the organization.
As I hate the word policy, my family
equally hates the word efficiency. “If
you’re going upstairs anyway, take a
dirty dish with you”. “If you’re changing
out of dirty clothes, it is just as easy to
dump them in the laundry basket as on
the floor”. “It’s all about being efficient,”
I will tell them. Likewise, policies and
procedures are sometimes geared to
ensuring we can do things efficiently
and effectively. I know these are the
policies we all hate that seem designed
by an accountant or lawyer to simply
make our lives more difficult. Unfortunately, even the lowly requirements such
as having expenses and claims filed on

a timely basis, asking for towing waivers or record keeping have a purpose.
They are important to ensure we can
continue to run this organization on our
limited budget (efficiency is key). They
mitigate legal risk, which allows us to
continue operating into the future. They
make sure we have adequate records
to identify training, tasks, certifications and financial information. Are
they boring? Yes! Are they important?
Definitely!
As to the future, the areas that will
continue to shape our policies and
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procedures are the need to ensure we
are offering standardized training,
equipment and response at each station. Specifically, the level of training
and station readiness will be key areas
of concern. To be considered a primary
response, we need every station to be
able to respond every time they are
tasked with an appropriate vessel, gear
and crew that we can easily identify and
support as such. This can only be done
with the implementation of policies and
procedures.

RESCUE

If you would like to support RCM-SAR, please send your donation and the form below to:
Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue
6040 East Sooke Road, Sooke BC V9Z 0Z7
Thank you for helping save lives on the water!
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